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Keeping Kids Keen 
Our approaches to parenting and teaching call for leadership skills and 
management strategies of many kinds.  The way we group children and teen-
agers, set up a new adventure or unit of work, select relf work, select 
relevant settings,  topics, themes and applications, agree upon what we 
hope to achieve or the goals that are set, allow for the range of personal 
capabilities and responses, establish time-lines, decide on the standards 
that ought to be achievable and a range of worthwhile outcomes - these all 
have their place in the tactics of teaching or approaches to parenting.

In thinking about our really successful experiences as teachers and as 
parents, abor really successful experiences as teachers and as parents, 
about the misgivings that arise from time to time and about some of the 
tactics we could try, use the spaces below to make a running note of ideas 
you wish to share.

A.   In  try, use the spaces below to make a running note of ideas you wish 
to share.

A.   In  our day-to-day normal practices of parenting and teaching the 
three or four      best features that we must KEEP are :

B.   In our normal teaching and parenting day some of the regular features 
for       which we may have to plan some CHANGE are :

or work. These include :



     •   language and communication

     •   mathematics

     •   scientific and technological understanding

     •   cul understanding

     •  problem solving

     •  personal and inter-personal relations

These competencies are needed for work gentural understanding

     •   problem solving

     •   personal and inter-personal relations

These competencies are needed for work generally, for active citizenship 
and for training and further education.

Work is underway to clarify these key competencies and to develop 
performance standards and ways of assessing achievement of them. The 
education system, through schools, will make students increasingly 
competent in these areas. In all cases, AVC trainees will need to achieve 
standards in the key competencies.

Teacher Responses to the Carmichael Report :       The School & Its 
Community
                                             1.   In what 3 or 4 ways are 
we already working 
towards these AVC competencies ?
                                                2.   What 2 or 3 factors 
stand most in the way of AVC ?
                                                3.   What initiatives does 
the community itself need to



                                                        be

C.   Not normally part of the way our young people do their growing and 
learning,    but one or two ideas we really ought to TRY are :

AVC
The Australian Vocational Certificate Training System 
(CARMICHAEL REPORT)

Key Competencies

There are certain essential things that all young people need to learn in 
their preparation fraining System 
(CARMICHAEL REPORT)

Key Competencies

There are certain essential things that all young people need to learn in 
their preparation fon f taking regardless of Carmichael ?

UNDERSTANDING UNDERSTANDING

•     Basic Skills    •    Essential Learnings 
•     Key Competencies   •  Cross-curriculum Capabilities

The language of Finn, Mayer, Carmichael, VCE Profiles calls for new kinds 
of practicality, productivity, enterprise, engagement, resourcefulness, 
self-reliance, flexibility, team-work within our programs of classroom 
activity and our approach to school organisation.

•    WHAT WILL CONSTITUTE UTE s of schooling.

•    WHAT WILL CONSTITUTE OUR  PREFERRED KINDS OF                
UNDERSTANDING ?  ‘



•    WILL THE MOST PREFERRED FORMS OF                            
UNDERSTANDING LEND THEMSELVES EASILY TO SCHS OF             UNDERSTANDING ?  
‘

•    WILL THE MOST PREFERRED FORMS OF                            
UNDERSTANDING LEND THEMSELVES EASILY TO SCHEASILY TO SCHEDULES        AND 
SYLLABUSES ? 

•     WILL TESTING FOR THEM REDUCE THEIR     VITALITY TO              
SIMPLISTIC SCORINGS AND T0 RADICAL GOAL                          
DISPLACEMENT ?

     Skilfully worded grammatical,      Precise formula
     comprehensive and accuratte        expressed as                  
definition                              he        expressed as                  
definitions                             the most accurate 
                                        and relevant ‘physics’

     
     Complete catalogue                 Recognised in a
     of component parts                 line-up of comparable
                                        items

     
     Repaired from a                         Used as an improvised
     collection of  miscellaneous>           alternative to its
     parts                                   normal designated use

     
     Explained so that a novice              Put to use in a full range
     can ‘understand’                        of appropriate applications

     
     Invention of a better                   Marketing it under
     version, model or procedure             difficult circumstances  

OPEN  LEARNING - A  2012 PROSPECT       Michael Norman  IEA

Access to information in the full range of current media seems likelted and 
virtually instant on the initiative of the learner or client. Technology is 
acutely conscious oy to be refined, elaborated and virtually instant on the 
initiative of the learner or client. Technology is acutely conscious of its 
market and more brilliant, more instant on command with each new generation 
of equipment. That side of the transaction seems assured. We shall be 
overwhelmed by our sense of access. As with commercial television, however, 
should not feel at all confident about 

In both primary school pedagogy and secondary classrooms the far more 



telling, more vital, more valuable aspect of ont about the quality of what 
is transmitted.

In both primary school pedagogy and secondary classrooms the far more 
telling, more vital, more valuable aspect of ‘open learning’ is in the 
range of activity whereby the learner as the active and responsible agent 
of the verb ‘to learn’ makes this learning her own.  Our knowledge of the 
cerebral cortex, of concept formation and of the astonishing range of By 
what acts of transformation will the learners of 2012 be best satisfied ? 
Authentication, verification, stonishing range of ‘understandings’ by which 
learners learn is the biggest part of our exercise in forecasting. By what 
acts of transformation will the learners of 2012 be best satisfied ? 
Authentication, verification, accreditation and certification will be 
unsustainable by any of the means now known. Scanners, spellers, 
sensitisers, smoothers could well take learning way beyond the reach of 
‘examination’ by objective criteria.  If such certification remains a 
matter of importance (to the intrinsically motivated learner that is of 
little or no consequence) then by far the greater part of the political 
resistance to these changes will have to do with what passes for ‘success’ 
rather than with what makes ‘access’ possible. It may become the case that 
only in quite intimate and trusting communities that learners will be able 
to have their ‘successes’ acknowledged and celebrated by virtue of  what 
they learn to do in and for their communities.
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Many new influences are now shaping the work of the teacher, the 
organisation of classrooms, the choice of themes and topics and the 
activities of learners.  Too many to enumerate much less describe or 
analyse. By taking just five of these influences as the scope of this paper 
we are bound to find ourselves bumping into some of the others. Each of the 
five will keep bumping into each other too.

Unlike most other forms of work with goals, targets and products, the work 
of the teacher will always be as alive with un-intended outcomes as it is 
with what we planned. Serendipitous moments, the un-expected, the 
breakthroughs, the exploratory mood, the inventiveness, wilfulness, 



eagerness of growing  and learning persons make teacher work (and 
parenting) unlike other  work. 

At the outset I would like to assert the view that teachers, at their best, 
work for the growth toward maturity through learning of the richly varied 
talents and aptitudes of uniquely lively youngsters. Putting the PERSON as 
the priority to which one’s teaching skills and specialist subjects must be 
continually adapted and shaped may be an emphasis that is too difficult to 
sustain.  Against our long traditions in public education of scholarly 
SUBJECTS or designated STANenerations of public education now,   or 
theDARDS, the students themselves had to be measured.  Now employment 
related KEY COMPETENCIES are the crucial test of worth. PERSONS are having  
to measure up or  square off or register their rank order witiary entry s 
have been rising to a shrill chorus. Thear warrant within the five 
influences and influencers to which and whom we turn now.

The More Inclusive Curriculum

While the most dramatic pressures for inclusiveness and comprehensiveness 
have come in Victoria from formal programs of integration of stuhin 
pedagogical protocols that are increasingly difficult to defend. 

Tertiary entry scores, standardised tests, performance indicators have 
become the catch-cry of an increasingly shrill chorus. Theyyyˇ%aˇˇˇˇˇ≥Tˇ
[ˇ4Bˇˇˇˇˇ≥4ˇ
ˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇˇ≥¿Ä&x6ˇˇ have been plucked from their minor and proper place 
as incidents or moments within a wide repertoire of teacher tools and 
skills into major goals and objectives. They represent the classic 
somersault in goal displacement. Assessment tail wags learning dog. Our 
educational and pedagogical values have been severely subverted. 

Without lapsing back however into an A.S. Neil progressivism or the 
naturalistic ‘child-centred’ flowers-blooming, flags-waving cry of ‘let 
them just run’, we can assert those enlivening principles and values that 
best help young people grow by learning. Learning that is challenging, 
rigorous and purposeful on their terms.

My assertions about GROWING AND LEARNING PERSONS can find clrtions about 
GROWING AND LEARNING PERSONS can find cldents with disabilities and new 
high levels of retention in the senior years, there have also been new 
kinds of success and satisfaction in ‘mixed ability’ groupings of students.
2

There is a growing  recognition that any topic or theme can be opened out 
to a range of learning experiences and a spread of worthwhile outcomes. 
With this recognition comes a more investigative kind of scholarship and a 
wider circle of learner satisfactions are emerging. Students who need their 
own kinds of understandings, inquiries, solutions, excitements - not just 



the one test for all on the same set of questions to ensure the simplistic 
ranking of a few crude variables - are beneficiaries of schooling in new 
ways.

The competitive academic curriculum awarded some students conspicuous 
success. For many such success or lack of it was a matter of absolute 
indifference. For others the day’s work in the classroom left them feeling 
more stupid by day’s end than at the day’s start. The full price of our 
‘meritocratic’ conventions is in Teaching & Learning
Michael Norman  Senior Consultant   
Institute of Educational Administration   GEELONG

Even though there are far too many influences upon the activity of teaching 
and the dynamics of learning for us to fully fathom its subtlety or 
enumerate the factors, nevertheless we can note and take into account five 
recent influences and influencers. The ‘coming alive’ of young  people wian 
note and take into account five recent influences and influencers. The 
‘coming alive’ of young  people within our classrooms is vitally affected 
and much enhanced when we try to acknowledge all five.  

Grouping to achieve ‘mixed ability’ is bally affected and much enhanced 
when we try to acknowledge all five.  Grouping to achieve ‘mixed ability’ 
is bty’ is beginning to elicit responses that are more open, diverse, 
rewarding to the whole group as the INCLUSIVE CURRICULUM gains ground. The 
progressive achievement of RESPONSIBLE AUTONOMY in the learning person or 
group is now widely acknowledged in researches that are anatomical, 
behavioural and pedagogical.  Within the THEORY OF MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES 
we have a new priority on the personal intelligences. Consistent with each 
of the above factors is increasingly clear evidence from PROBING 
UNDERSTANDING that every topic and theme can be rich in a range of rewards 
well beyond conventional testing. Because learning as  the major increment 
in personal strength, survival skills, work aptitude and long-term outcomes 
for the learner the CONATIVE CONNEXION offers teachers some new insights.  

Just within these five dimensions, dynamics and domains of meaning we can 
sense the power of the personal in our teaching work for those who are 
coming alive.
ˇ´ˇ4íˇˇfaction in ‘mixed ability’ groupings of students.
2

There is a growing  recognition that any topic or theme can be opened out 
in
being paid now that the whole age cohort is staying on to Year 12.

As Raymond Williams lameted long ago in ‘Culture & Society 1750 to 1950’ 
(Penguin 1961)  - by choosing ‘meritocracy’ as our basic organisational 
assumption in public education we forfeiteyles and accomplishments.

The Growth toward Autonomous Responsibility



Whether we look for it in the anatomical research of Marianiamond’s 
‘Enriching Heredity’  (The Free Press 1988) into the cerebral cortex or the 
empirical observations of Margaret Donalbring into class. Their curiosity 
abounds not only within our familiar themes of ‘language’, ‘mathematics’, 
‘music’ but also in ‘spatial-territorial’ and ‘bodily-kinesthetic’ 
perceptions. Any topic or theme that fails to offer such challenges will be 
failing those whose taste of success may be found in these other domains.

Even more significant to the theme of this paper are the inter-connected 
‘personal’ intelligences. What each youngster is beginning to make of SELF 
as a matter of ‘intra-personal intelligence’ and what they come to 
understand of each other within the relationships of ‘inter-personal 
intelligence’ are quite formative of the other five intelligences.

With ranking and scoring becoming even more absurd in these newer 
epistemologies than theyd our chance to flourish more diversely under the 

banner of ‘solidarity’.  Solidarity, too often misrepresented as ‘lowest 
common denominator mediocrity’, needs to be celebrated as the orchestration 
of all kinds of talents, as a fanfare of talents complementing and 
completing each other.  Our newly inclusive curriculum is arriving very 
late on the scene of secondary education but it does now afford us better 
prospects for celebrating a wider range of personal gifts, sting a wider 
range of personal gifts, stospects of citizenship are uppermost for 
students that the pedagogical revolution makes its most urgent claim.

Understanding ‘Understanding’

From Richard White and Richard Gunstone we now have ‘Probing Understanding’ 
(The Falmer Press 1992) with refreshingly practical advice. Their advice 
pulls together many of the new probes whereby teachers and students gain 
empowering insights through concepts and skills being explored in new ways.

For any topic or theme in any discipline there are ways whereby 
studenutonomous responsibility of the learner. 

Sue Mann found it among those least likely to truant in her ‘Barriers to 
Access’ (State Board of Education, Victoria, 1989). Those younger teenagers 
who have a shared sense of purpose in what they are learning, hae Board of 
Education, Victoria, 1989). Those younger teenagers who have a shared sense 
of purpose in what they are learning, have appropriate and high 
expectations from their teachers and share, as often as possible, in the 
major decisions that affect their learning are the kids we keep keen.Those 
for whom we fail to do it are the ones most liekly to truant.  

Mark Collis and Joan Dalton are equally sure of this in the work done for 
the Tasmanian Earually sure of this in the work done for the Tasmanian 
Eargley, horses for a Greg Miles, transport for a Lindsay Fox. Not just 
essays or coloured cardboard, but probes as varied as the talents and the 



potentialities of the PERSONS in the class.

While teachers need to be guaranteeing a common core of the essential 
learnings in any such exercise the topic or theme should be the means of 
enlivening both the sense of self and the nature of our group inter-
dependence. From such ‘solidarity’ all kinds of youngsters are making the 
most of their learning as it is transfo Diamond’s ‘Enriching Heredity’  
(The Free Press 1988) into the cerebral cortex or the empirical 
observations of Margaret Donaldson’s ‘Children’s Minds’ (Fontana 1978) as 
she revises her Piagetian convictions - we find a powerful reminder. We are 
reminded just how much stronger and enduring the learning is when the 
learner makes the running, takes charge, initiates the action.

While some valuable learning may be done by ‘looking and listening’ it is 
at the feebler end of the spectrum of learning approaches. The learning 
that persists as survival skills, as personal strength, as solid 
achievement is the learning which maximises the aly Childhood Senior Staff 
Association ‘Becoming Responsible 

3

Learners’ (Eleanor Curtain Publishing 1990). For TECSSA they celebrate the 
success of nineteen primary teachers who build new levels of trust, self-
control and self-confidence in previously disturbed students.

The Multiplicity of Intelligences

While our classrooms have always been made lively through the exuberance of 
young people we now have in Howard Gardner’s ‘Frames of Mind’ (Paladin 
1985) some new ways to focus what young people    ˇ2Zˇˇ are in the three 
R’s, our expectations of students in classroom activity call for new 
paradigms of classroom organisation and  a radical reappraisal of 
conventional pedagogy. In all kinds of subtly subjective ways teachers, 
have found themselves ‘bonding’ radical reappraisal of conventional 
pedagogy. In all kinds of subtly subjective ways teachers, parents and 
students are sensing the significance of such personal dynamics as 
‘bonding’ and ‘belonging’. How should we be doing more formally what has 
often enough in the past just been vaguely acknowledged as ‘a positive and 
affirmative atmosphere’ ?

It will be at secondary school level where questions of identity, self-
esteem and (within such an unpromising economy) prd (within such an 
unpromising economy) prts may probe for their own best kind of 
understanding. A richer range of rewards exists in every field of inquiry 
than can be enjoyed just through the notes, essays, exams, tests and 
projects that make up most working days in most classrooms.

Without losing the value of conventional assessments we can add to the 



repertoire of all teachers a variety of approaches to understanding the 
topic as there are children or interest groups within the class. A unit on 
Elizabethan England, appropriately introduced,, scheduled and resourced, 
should lead to multiple understandings not just of the renaissance itself, 
but  by new understandings for students of themselves and of today’s rich 
inheritance from Tudor times. Tudor itself and of today’s rich inheritance. 
Tudornd ‘cross curriculum’ learning we have to tread carefully through the 
behaviourist rhetoric, the instrumentalist imperatives and all the familiar 
dangers of reductionist logic. Even so there are truths to be clarified and 
new approaches to be taken as we d fashions for a Prue Acton, cuisine for a 
Peter Russell-Clark, navigation  for a Kay Cottee, madrigals for a Kate 
Ceberano, theatre for a Michael Edeter Russell-Clark, navigation  for a Kay 
Cottee, madrigals for a Kate Cebrano, theatre for a Michael Edl Edrmed and 
resolved into personal strength, self-esteem, mutual respect and  community 
commitment.

Such varied probes offe,r right across the range of talent, the opportunity 
for fulfulling engagement.

The Conative Connection

From Kathy Kolbe’s Institute ‘The Conative Connection’ (Addison-Wesley 
Publishing 1990) we can take up the question of conation. What variety of 
‘instinctive drives’ allows us to engage ourselves with the best level of 
satisfaction in the learning we do and in the commitments we make and in 
the responsibilities we assume ? While some come to life as ‘instigators’, 
some as ‘verifiers’, some as ‘patterners’ and others as ‘modellers’ - when 
the right occasions arise - we could be offering these more personally 
specific ways of working both to our teaching colleagues and those we 
teach.

In Sydney Global Link Pty Ltd is busy in management training as they assist 
managers to reapprrrrrrrrrs of working. As an insight into every classroom 
‘Instinctive Drives’ is another set of concepts that he-think their own 
best ways of working. As an insight into every classroom ‘Instinctive 
Drives’ is another set of concepts that help to illuminate the diversity of 

personal factors and dynamics in learning and in getting things done.

With the current enthusiasm being shown by Finn, Mayer, Carmichael, 
Deveson, etc in the ‘employment related key competencies’, in ‘multi-
skilling’ aaaaaaignify ALL of the young people we teach and do them the 
courtesy of ‘being themselves’ in the classroom context.

By putting a new sense of priority on the PERSONS in our care and attending 
to some of the formal scholarship now growing up in support offd s such 
priorities, we should see a ‘coming alive’ not only of the students but of 
scholarly pursuits and of our own professional accomplishment and 
satisfaction as educators.
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